
Drone for 
Beginners



Learn about drones.

Build your knowledge and practical 
skills within the drone hardware, 
software, regulations and flying.



WHAT IS DRONE FOR BEGINNERS

Drone for Beginners is an open hybrid course that any person can book and take. 
This course is a comprehensive class that encompasses everything needed to 
know to become a proficient Remote Pilot. It is a training course  that teaches you 
how to become an educated drone pilot who can plan and complete safe 
missions.

Our full day drone pilot hybrid training course will equip you with all of the 
knowledge and skills you need to become a drone pilot. Ideanco’s experts, guide 
you through the process in our 8-hour Drone Pilot Training course designed to fly 
you around everything you need to know.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN      

Through Ideanco’s Virtual In-class customized presentations, case studies, dynamic 
discussions, and in-field flying, you will gain a firm foundation for safely and 
responsibly piloting a drone. Topics include:

• Drone Hardware and Software
• Regulations and safety
• Flight debrief
• Pre-flight checklist
• Manual take off and landing
• Autonomous flight

IS “DRONE FOR BEGINNERS” RIGHT FOR YOU

Whether you intend to progress your hobby or fly your drone as a freelancer, this 
course has been specifically designed for people looking to fly drones for 
commercial and personal purposes. This is the first level of training and is aimed at 
beginners who either have little or no prior drone experience.

In-Field
Hands–on Training

Virtual In-class
Classroom Training

HYBRID COURSE
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

• To provide sufficient knowledge to pass the theory and flight 
assessments Virtual In-class and in-field

• To provide a framework for operations through scenario 
based experiential teaching

• To teach you to be self-sufficient (learn how to find the 
information rather than memorise it) 

COURSE OUTCOME

Participants that successfully pass both the theory and flight 
assessment tests will be awarded “remote pilot certificate”. This 
may be used in the application for the drone permit release in 
your designated country.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS

No prior drone knowledge or experience is required, although if 
you do have experience it will be beneficial. The minimum age 
for attendance is 18 years old. 

We always recommend a minimum of one to two hours practice 
flying prior to booking a flight assessment, and our additional 1 
to 1 practical flight training options can help save a lot of time 
and money along the learning and development process. 



PROGRAM
MODULE 1: FOUNDATION THEORY + TOOLS

HARDWARE

• What is a drone 
• Drone controls 
• Main parts of a drone 
• Storage and Shelf-Life
• Battery care maintenance
• Accessories

SOFTWARE

• Software updates
• System inspection
• Pre flight checklist 

REGULATION AND SAFETY

• Local regulations
• Public safety measures
• Drone incidents and 

government response
• Recreational use of drones
• Safety flying guideline

FLIGHT DEBRIEF

• Identify the airspace
• Inform restricted areas
• Create a plan
• Take off/landing area

Virtual In-class



In-Field

PROGRAM
MODULE 2: PRACTICAL SKILLS + TOOLS

PRE-FLIGHT CHECKLIST

• Verify equipment is charged
• Visually inspect the drone
• Remove gimbal clamps
• Check props
• Turn on remote control
• Power up

MANUAL TAKE OFF

• Maintain flight line
• Manual Take off
• Go fly and explore
• Constantly check drone 

battery levels
• Flying in patterns 
• Maintain visual line of sight

MANUAL LANDING

• Check landing zone
• Return to the landing zone
• Conduct manual landing 
• Power down
• Complete flight log and post-

flight maintenance checks

AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT

• Verify baseline settings
• Configure autonomous flight 

profile
• Perform pre-launch check
• Clear the take-off area
• Initiate flight
• Autonomous landing



INSTRUCTORS

We focus on sourcing instructors 
who are from the drone industry 
and we also host speakers who 
have success stories from the 
market which attendees can 
relate to.

DELIVERY

Our course delivery style is
highly engaging, and we move
away from lecture style
delivery. We engage with
attendees with real issues and
experiences they are facing.

AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT

Verify baseline settings
Configure autonomous flight 
profile
Perform pre-launch check
Clear the take-off area
Initiate flight
Autonomous landing

CONTENT

Our course content is highly 
practical and lean toward 
more exercises and 
engagement, rather than high 
text content.

LEARNING METHOD

Practical training
The sessions will be practical in nature aiming at getting participants actively involved in the learning process so that they become 
aware of some of the challenges and success stories of piloting a drone.

Blended Training
In addition to theoretical training, the program will use real-life examples and case studies. The blended learning methodology aims 
to ensure that participants have the right skills and knowledge to enable them to apply and implement the blended learning.



CAREER PROSPECTS AND INTERNSHIP

Like with any profession, taking one course won't guarantee you 
a job. After the “Drone for Beginners” course, you could 
consider roles such as Jr. Drone Pilot. 

Drone for Beginners offers graduates with the highest scores an 
internship which is built around tangible real-time projects in 
order to excel with their careers. 
Terms and conditions apply.

junior drone operator

drone wing certificate

Course Type Drone for Beginners

Skills Basic drone tech and 
flying skills

Training Duration 2 Half Days
(Total - 8 hours)

Level Junior

Entry-level Job Readiness Awareness and basic 
skills

Modules 2

Certificate Certified
junior drone operator
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In accordance with Ideanco policy, Ideanco does not discriminate against any person on the basis of race, 
color, sex or sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, age, national or ethnic origin, political beliefs, veteran 
status, or disability in admission to, access to, treatment in, or employment in its programs and activities. 

©2020 by ideanco. All rights reserved.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Ideanco.
Beirut Office, Louis Vuitton Building
Aswaq Beirut, Allenby Street
Beirut, Lebanon

Email: info@Ideanco.com
www.Ideanco.com

© 2020 Ideanco or an Ideanco affiliate company. All rights reserved. 

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any 
purpose without the express permission of Ideanco or an Ideanco affiliate company. 

The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice. Some software 
products marketed by Ideanco and its distributors contain proprietary software 
components of other software vendors. National product specifications may vary. 

These materials are provided by Ideanco or an Ideanco affiliate company for 
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and Ideanco 
or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the 
materials. The only warranties for Ideanco or Ideanco affiliate company products and 
services are those that are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying 
such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an 
additional warranty. 

In particular, Ideanco or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course 
of business outlined in this document or any related presentation, or to develop or 
release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, or any related presentation, 
and Ideanco’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and possible future developments, 
products, and/or platforms, directions, and functionality are all subject to change and 
may be changed by Ideanco or its affiliated companies at any time for any reason without 
notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal 
obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. All forward-looking statements 
are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ 
materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 
forward-looking statements, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing 
decisions. 

Ideanco and other Ideanco products and services mentioned herein as well as their 
respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Ideanco (or an Ideanco 
affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. All other product and service names 
mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.
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